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What we’ll cover in this session

§What is digital textile printing
§Different printing machine types
§Fixed ink sets
§Different materials/surfaces
§Challenges in printing accurate color
§What a measurement device is needed for
§Different types of spectrophotometers



What is digital textile printing?

§Any inkjet-based printing on fabric
§Dye sublimation and DTG
§Many different printer, ink and material 

combinations
§Apparel, industrial, home décor, 

automotive industries



Different printing machine types

§Vast array of different printing machines
§Different printhead technology/specs
§Different ink droplet sizes
§Different fixed ink sets



Different printing machine types

§Example:
Epson SureColor F170

§Entry level dye-sub printer
§$399
§4-color (CMYK)
§Variable-sized droplet

PrecisionCore printhead nozzles can deliver drops as small as 
1.5 picoliters (pl) (1.5 trillionths of a litre), they can also deliver 
drops of up to 32.5 pl 



Different printing machine types

§Example:
Epson SureColor F10070H

§ Industrial dye-sub printer
§$89,995+
§6-color (C,M,Y,HDK+Fp,Fy)
§Variable-sized droplet

PrecisionCore printhead nozzles can deliver drops as small as 
1.5 picoliters (pl) (1.5 trillionths of a litre), they can also deliver 
drops of up to 32.5 pl 



Different printing machine types

§Example:
EFI FabriVU 180/340

§ Industrial dye-sub printer
§$100,000+ 
§4-color (C,M,Y,K)

Water based CMYK dispersed dye inks

§Variable-sized droplet
4pL to 18pL drop sizes



Different printing machine types

Droplet size & resolution:
§Printers vary greatly
§Effects color measurement 

accuracy
§Proper aperture required -

depending on particular 
machine/variables

2mm                    6mm                    8mm



Fixed ink sets

§All CMYK inks not the same
§Many different ink chemistries

Dispersed, Pigment, Reactive, Dye Sub, Acid, 

§Hues of primary colors vary
§ Ink sets determined by 

manufacturers
§Limited gamut matching vivid 

spot colors



Fixed ink sets

§Why does this matter?
§Different machines have different 

capabilities
§CMYK values are device 

dependent
§Gamuts vary greatly
§You can see clearly that the hues 

of the solid inks are quit different



Fixed ink sets – both 4-color devices

§2D & 3D 
graphs of 
Epson Fx70 
on spandex 
vs. EFI 
FabriVU
180/340 on 
mousepad



Different materials/surfaces

§The material used for printing has a huge effect on the 
color gamut achievable

§Textured materials are problematic for measuring color
§Choosing the right spectrophotometer will be largely 

based on the materials you’re using
§Examples…



Different materials/surfaces

§Smooth surfaces 
(plastic, metal, 
tile) smaller 
aperture ok

§Textured materials 
(natural fiber, 
canvas, fabrics) 
larger aperture for 
optimal results



Challenges in printing accurate color

§Colors are calculated in any RIP based on the ICC 
profile (color space) 

§ If that color space isn’t accurate to how the 
printer/ink/media are printing color accuracy will suffer

§Understanding capabilities (often limitations) based on 
available gamut

§Examples…



What a measurement device used for

§Calibrating/Linearizing the printing machine (per media)
§Creating ICC profiles (these define the color gamut)
§Quality Assurance/Process Control (to verify color 

accuracy and repeatability)
§For measuring/defining physical objects



Different types of spectrophotometers

§0:45 degree vs Spherical
§ Inexpensive/Entry level
§Mainstream/Professional grade
§Specialty/Top of the line



Different types of spectrophotometers
§ The two most common spectrophotometers 

are the 0:45 and the sphere (aka diffuse/8°)
§ In a “fixed geometry” or “single angle” 

device, the first number is the starting point 
of the light, and the second number is the 
reflection off the surface of the sample.

§ One of the key points of a sphere device is 
its ability to measure in either specular 
included (SPIN, SCI) or specular excluded 
(SPEX, SCE) conditions.



Different types of spectrophotometers
§ Spectro1/Pro by Variable ($299)
§ 8mm Aperture
§ Good for defining & QC’ing spot colors
§ Compact, accurate, repeatable, 

wireless/bluetooth and inexpensive
§ Only measures one color at a time
§ Not supported in most RIP’s for 

linearization, profiling or color verification



Different types of spectrophotometers

§Nix Pro 2 Color Sensor ($349)
§14mm Aperture
§Good for defining & QC’ing spot colors
§Compact, accurate, repeatable, 

wireless/bluetooth and inexpensive
§Only measures one color at a time
§Not supported in most RIP’s for 

linearization, profiling or color verification



Different types of spectrophotometers

§Spectro 2 by Nix ($1,299)
§5mm Aperture
§Good for defining & QC’ing spot colors
§Compact, durable, very accurate, 

repeatable, wireless/Bluetooth
§Only measures one color at a time
§Not supported in most RIP’s for 

linearization, profiling or color verification



Different types of spectrophotometers

§ I1 Pro 3 Plus by X-Rite ($1,830)
§8mm Aperture 
§Scanning capabilities
§M0, M1, M2 & M3 modes
§Supported in most RIP’s for 

linearization, profiling, and 
color verifications



Different types of spectrophotometers

§ i1iO for i1Pro 3/Plus by X-Rite ($3,305)
§Robotic, automatic chart reading
§Reads 500+ patches per min.
§Electrostatic table
§Supported in most RIP’s for 

linearization, profiling, and 
color verifications



Different types of spectrophotometers
§ Barbieri Spectro LFP qb Textile ($16,600)
§ 2, 6, & 8mm Aperture
§ Reflective and Transmissive
§ Special textile holder, Sensing Unit, 

Camera, Air blowing system, 
Detachable measuring head

§ Fully automated
§ M0, M1, M2 & M3 modes
§ Supported in most RIP’s for linearization, 

profiling, and color verifications



Different types of spectrophotometers

§DataColor SpectraVision – Spherical 
§25mm Aperture (Square)
§Textile industry: measuring the colors 

of the unmeasurables - textiles, 
aerospace, building material, paint and 
coatings, any object

§NOT used for linearization, profiling, 
and process color verifications



Different types of spectrophotometers

Measurement Variables:
§ Inter-instrument agreement - accuracy 

of two devices of same make and model
§ Inter-modal agreement - accuracy of 

two devices of different make and model
§Repeatability - how accurate a single 

device is over multiple measurements



What to do with what you’ve learned

§Understand the theory of ICC color management
§Purchase a spectrophotometer (if you don’t have one)
§Take measurements
§Analyze the data
§Learn from it to define and improve processes
§Repeat



Need help? Let’s get connected!

§Connect with me on LinkedIn
§Follow Alder Color Solutions
§Send us a message saying you 

attended & we’ll send you an 
exclusive discount

Dan Gillespie
Director of Technical Services
dang@aldertech.com
717-475-9007



Thank you for 
attending!
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